
A fun approach to flexibility and core strength. 
Suitable for everyone.





WHY PURESTRETCH?

• Improves flexibility
• Develops core strength

• Releases muscular tension
• Suitable for everyone

• Easy to follow
• Sociable and light hearted



WHAT IS PURESTRETCH?

PureStretch is a 45 minute class designed to lengthen 
the entire body whilst focusing on core stability.

PureStretch will improve flexibility, develop core strength 
and add more balance to a fitness routine.

PureStretch classes are designed to be light hearted, 
stimulating and interactive. They are choreographed in such 

a way that all levels of fitness can attend and enjoy.





TESTIMONIALS

“
“



TESTIMONIALS

““I attended Ciaran’s stretch class regularly 
and found that this really helped improved 

my flexibility. My chosen sport is 
water-skiing - this is very strenuous and can 

often lead to sore and aching muscles.  
The regular stretching was very beneficial 

and I really enjoyed the classes

Janina Maher 
European Overall Senior 2 

Waterskiing Champion

““Pure Stretch classes have been incredibly popular at Gillette ever since we started last Spring. It’s been 
great to see how employees have benefited – from the keen cyclists and triathletes who have added more 

balance into their training programs…. to the folks with creaking knees and aching backs who
have improved strength and flexibility… and not forgetting the folks like me who benefit from the relaxation 

and stress-relief! 
Thank you Ciaran for all your hard work to keep the classes varied and exciting, you always offer something 

new which everyone can try at their own level. We’re fully booked for classes as we start the new year,
which is a good sign

Angela Richardson - Gillette Freetime Club

““I love the whole  concept of PureStretch 

and how it makes me feel and  I feel so 

many people need this type of exercise in 

our society today.

Sonia Simpson
Fitness Instructor



Head Office 
The PureStretch Studio, 45 Market Place, Henley on Thames RG9 2AA

Email info@purestretch.co.uk

Thank you for your time


